Abstract-The ability to measure neurotransmitter activity using implanted electrochemical sensors offers researchers a potent technique for analyzing neural activity across specific neural circuitry.
I. INTRODUCTION
Normal brain function relies on a precise and delicate balance of neurochemical signaling mediated by the release of specific neurotransmitters. When the neurochemical balance is disrupted, as is the case in neurologic and psychiatric disorders, the results can be devastating. Conventional neuromodulation systems have successfully achieved therapeutic outcomes in patients suffering from these disorders. However, limitations in the understanding of neurochemical signaling in normal and diseased states make reaching optimal benefits a difficult and expensive endeavor. WINCS Harmoni is a versatile research platform designed for studying neurochemical signaling in healthy and diseased conditions by combining fast-scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV) and electrical stimulation.
FSCV presents a useful research tool for measuring and analyzing the dynamics of neurotransmitter release, with high spatial and temporal resolution [1] . We previously developed the Wireless Instantaneous Neurotransmitter Concentration Sensing (WINCS) system and employed it to study stimulus evoked neurotransmitter release in animals and humans using FSCV [2, 3] .
The Mayo Investigational Neurostimulator
Control System (MINCS) extended the capabilities of WINCS by synchronizing stimulation with FSCV recording, thereby mitigating artifacts from electrical stimulation that would otherwise obscure FSCV data [4] . The ad hoc coupling of WINCS and MINCS served as a prototype for a unified, wirelessly controlled device, WINCS Harmoni, that records Instruments, California). Three small burr holes were made according to a brain atlas [11] to provide access to the medial forebrain bundle (MFB) (stimulating electrode), the striatum (FSCV electrode), and the contralateral cortex (reference electrode). All electrodes were inserted into the appropriate stereotactic target coordinates using a micromanipulator. A bipolar stimulating electrode was placed in the MFB, a recording CFM was implanted in the striatum, and a reference Agi AgCL electrode was implanted in the contralateral cortex.
The electrodes were connected to WINCS Harmoni for concurrent detection of stimulation-evoked dopamine release.
Following implantation, the recording electrodes were allowed to stabilize within the tissue environment for twenty minutes.
A comprehensive range of stimulation parameters (Table 1) was used to evoke a wide range of dopamine release responses.
Stimulation was delivered for two seconds followed by a rest period of thirty seconds. Stimulation-evoked dopamine measurements were obtained using the same paradigm used for in vitro measurements [3] . 
VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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